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Efficiency      Engagement Stay Organized 

Funder Requirement Share data 



What’s in a Data Management Plan? 

•  Study design 
•  Data (including format) 
•  Metadata 
•  Policies for access, sharing & reuse 
•  Long-term storage & data management 
•  Budget  
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Data Management Planning 

1.  Engage everyone 
2.  Plan from the start 
3.  Follow good advice 

•  DataONE 
•  Institutional Libraries 
•  Data Repositories 

4.  Use good tools 
•  DMPTool 
•  DMPOnline 

5.  Review and revise 





10 Simple Rules for Writing a Good DMP 

1.  Determine the research sponsor requirements 
2.  Identify the data to be collected 
3.  Define how the data will be organized 
4.  Explain how the data will be documented 
5.  Describe how quality data will be assured 
6.  Present a sound storage & preservation strategy 
7.  Define the project’s data policies 
8.  Describe how the data will be disseminated 
9.  Assign roles & responsibilities 
10.  Prepare a realistic budget 

16 Michener WK (2015) Ten Simple Rules for Creating a Good Data Management Plan. PLoS Comput Biol 11(10): e1004525. http://doi.org/10.1371/journal/pcbi.1004525 



Determine the research sponsor 
requirements 



Identify the data to be collected: types; 
sources; volume; and data and file 
formats  

Image credits: World Meteorological Organization on Flickr 



Define how the data will be organized 



Explain how the data will be 
documented 
•  Dublin Core, ISO 19115, EML 
•  Morpho, metavist, readme.txt 
•  Electronic notebooks 

Data &  
Metadata (EML) 



 
•  Training activities, instrument calibration and verification 

tests, double-blind data entry, and statistical and 
visualization approaches to error detection 

Describe how data quality will be 
assured  



•  How long will the data be accessible? 
•  How will data be stored and protected during the project? 
•  How will data be preserved and made available for future 

use?   

Present a sound data storage and 
preservation strategy 



Define the project’s data policies  

•  Licensing and data sharing arrangements 
•  Human subject and other sensitive data 

 



•  More active, robust and preferred approaches include: (1) 
publishing the data in an open repository or archive; (2) 
submitting the data as appendices or supplements to journal 
articles; and (3) publishing the data, metadata, and relevant 
code as a “data paper”. 

 

Describe how the data will be 
disseminated  



Assign roles and responsibilities  

•  Roles may include data collection, data entry, QA/QC, 
metadata creation and management, backup, data 
preparation and submission to an archive, and systems 
administration.  



Prepare a realistic budget  

•  Review your plan and make sure that there are lines in the 
budget to support the people that manage the data as well 
as pay for the requisite hardware, software  



Research Funder Requirements 

•  NSF 
NSF 14-1, Grantee Standards, Section j 
https://www.nsf.gov/pubs/policydocs/pappguide/nsf14001/
gpg_2.jsp#IIC2j 

•  NSF GEO 
Directorate for Geosciences--Data Policies 
https://www.nsf.gov/geo/geo-data-policies/ 

•  NSF Polar Programs 
NSF 16-055 Dear Colleague Letter 
https://www.nsf.gov/pubs/2016/nsf16055/nsf16055.jsp 

Check your funder for specific requirements 
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NSF Division of Polar Programs 

•  NSF requires submission to the Arctic Data 
Center within 2 years 

AON program requires submission within 6 months 

•  Need to document your data well enough for 
reuse 

•  There are exceptions for sensitive data 
Social sciences, endangered species 
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NSF DMP Requirements: 5 Sections 

•  Products of research 
Types of data, samples, physical collections, software, curriculum materials, other 
materials produced during project 
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NSF DMP Requirements: 5 Sections 

•  Products of research 
Types of data, samples, physical collections, software, curriculum materials, other 
materials produced during project 

•  Data formats and standards 
Standards to be used for data and metadata format and content (for initial data 
collection, as well as subsequent storage and processing) 

•  Policies for access and sharing 
Provisions for appropriate protection of privacy, confidentiality, security, intellectual 
property, or other rights or requirements 

•  Policies and provisions for re-use 
Including re-distribution and the production of derivatives 

•  Archiving of data 
Plans for archiving data, samples, research products and for preservation of access 
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From	Flickr	by	mhlradio	

Current DMP Tools 



Step-by-step	wizard	for	generating	DMP	

Create	|	edit	|	re-use	|	share	|	save	|	generate		

Open	to	community		

DMPonline:  dmponline.dcc.ac.uk 



dmptool.org										
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Summary 

•  Good data management plans will save you time 
and effort overall 

•  Data management plans are not static - revise as 
you do your research project 

 
•  Take advantage of DMP resources to create your 

plan 
•  The Arctic Data Center is available to assist with 

your DMP development   
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